The Rigorous Romantic: Anthony Lewis on the Supreme Court Beat

Linda Greenhouse*

Tony Lewis called himself “a romantic about the Supreme Court.” If he had not been a romantic when he took up the beat for the New York Times in 1957, he surely would have become one as, for the next seven years, he chronicled the Warren Court’s progressive constitutional revolution at the peak of its energy and transformative power. To list just some of the landmark opinions the Court issued during those seven years is to prove the point: Cooper v. Aaron, Mapp v. Ohio, Baker v. Carr, Engel v. Vitale, Gideon v. Wainwright, Brady v. Maryland, School District of Abington Township, Pennsylvania v. Schempp, New York Times Co. v. Sullivan, Reynolds v. Sims, Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States. “Historic Change in the Supreme Court” was the headline on a New York Times Magazine article of Tony’s that ran in the midst of it all, in June 1962, an article to which I shall return, because it reveals as much about its author as it did about its subject.

You may have done a double-take when I said that Tony covered the Court for seven years – only seven years. As one who came to the beat fourteen years after he left it, and who stayed for nearly three decades, I also find that hard to believe, to the extent that I feel the need to keep checking my notes for accuracy every time I mention it. The reason his seven-year tenure sounds so unbelievably short is that its impact was so unbelievably great. He explained what was happening at the Court in muscular and declarative prose that any intelligent reader could understand. But he did so much more than
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that. He placed the decisions in the context of contemporary politics and the framework of constitutional history while assessing their significance. He transformed journalism about the Supreme Court from a score-keeping account of winners and losers to a rich narrative of the Court’s role in a democracy grappling with profound questions about the meaning of justice for all.

Here, to offer just one example, are the first two paragraphs of his account of the decision in *Reynolds v. Sims*:

> The Supreme Court held today that districts in both houses of state legislatures must be “substantially equal” in population.

> It was a decision of historic importance. Not since the school segregation cases 10 years ago had the Court interpreted the Constitution to require so fundamental a change in this country’s institutions.13

And he described *Gideon v. Wainwright*14 on the day the decision was issued as “one of the most important ever made by the Supreme Court in the criminal law field,” a decision that “could have a great impact across the country.”15 Note that *Gideon* was only one of six full opinions that came down on March 18, 1963,16 filling nearly 200 pages of *United States Reports*.17 The Warren Court’s habeas corpus landmarks, *Townsend v. Sain*18 and *Fay v. Noia*,19 were just two of the others. Tony accounted for the array of criminal cases in his story, which led with *Gideon* on page one and took up most of an inside page.20 “This barrage of criminal law decisions, especially the Gideon case,” he concluded, “should spur state efforts to set up new methods of providing counsel for indigents.”21

Anthony Lewis and the Warren Court were a perfect match of writer and subject. It’s well known that he had a deep personal interest in the reap-
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17. The *Gideon* decision was the first handed down that day and begins on page 335 of the reports. 372 U.S. 335. The *Robinson* decision was the last of the day, and it ends on page 527 of the reports. 372 U.S. 527.
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portionment cases.\textsuperscript{22} During his year at Harvard as a Nieman Fellow, 1956-57, he wrote an article arguing for the justiciability of the legislative apportionment question.\textsuperscript{23} The article appeared in the \textit{Harvard Law Review} in 1958.\textsuperscript{24} Four years later, Justice Brennan cited it in his opinion for the Court in \textit{Baker v. Carr}.\textsuperscript{25} Here are Tony’s first two paragraphs in his account of the reapportionment decision:

The Supreme Court held today that the distribution of seats in State Legislatures was subject to the constitutional scrutiny of the Federal courts.

The historic decision was a sharp departure from the court’s traditional reluctance to get into questions of fairness in legislative districting. It could significantly affect the nation-wide struggle of urban, rural, and suburban forces for political power.\textsuperscript{26}

As an aside, Tony’s fellowship year at Harvard (from which he had graduated in 1948) was remarkable.\textsuperscript{27} He spent his time at the law school, with the plan being that he would come back to the New York Times Washington Bureau, where James Reston had hired him in 1955, to cover the Su-
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The Supreme Court. At the end of his year, Justice Felix Frankfurter, who had retained his ties to Harvard Law School after having taught there for twenty-three years, wrote to Arthur Hays Sulzberger, the Times publisher, to say that Tony had shown “an astonishing aptitude for understanding even the most technical aspects of the Court’s work.”

What a ringside seat to history Tony had. The analytical stories he wrote for the weekend were, of course, particularly rich. But his daily accounts of the breaking news from the Court were also steeped in analysis, as well as in the small, telling details that captured the scene for readers. On September 12, 1958, the justices assembled in a special courtroom session to announce their judgment in *Cooper v. Aaron,* the Little Rock school case. Tony’s story explained that the Court decided the case with a brief *per curiam* decision, with a full written opinion to come at some unspecified time in the future—only the third time in recent history that the Court had taken this approach, the story noted. Then he gave this description of the scene in the courtroom as Chief Justice Earl Warren announced the judgment: “The Chief Justice was impassive as he began. When he reached the point in the first sentence saying that the court was ‘unanimously of the opinion,’ he paused and looked up as if to emphasize the word ‘unanimously.’”

Seventeen days later, when the Court handed down its full opinion ordering the immediate integration of Central High School, an opinion famously now, but unexpectedly then, signed by all nine justices, Tony captured both the significance and atmosphere of the moment:

The Supreme Court said today that neither direct opposition nor “evasive schemes” could nullify its ruling that racial segregation in the public schools was unconstitutional . . .

But today’s opinion went far beyond the issue in the Little Rock case—whether violent local opposition could justify postponement of a plan to admit Negro children to white schools.

The court spelled out in strong language—stronger than the original school decisions—the duty of state and local officials to end school segregation as promptly as possible . . .
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The courtroom scene today was one of quiet drama. Suppressed excitement could be sensed among the spectators as it became apparent, at the start of the reading by Chief Justice Earl Warren, that this was more than an ordinary opinion.

The Chief Justice began by saying that all nine members of the court had been joint authors of the opinion.

He looked at each of the justices in turn as he read their names...34

Before moving on to some larger points, I can’t help mentioning a few more of Tony’s day-of-decision stories. His account of *New York Times Co. v. Sullivan*,35 which he called a “constitutional landmark for freedom of the press and speech,” was full of analytical detail.36 After meticulously parsing Justice Brennan’s opinion and comparing it to the arguments that had been presented to the Court, he noted that the decision “could have an immediate impact on press coverage of race relations in the South,” while the Court “did not, of course, limit its discussion to the racial context.”37 The Court, he explained, “said that freedom to comment on official conduct, protected by the free-speech and free-press clauses of the First Amendment, would be endangered by unlimited libel awards.”38

Later that year, in *Heart of Atlanta Motel, Inc. v. United States*, the Court unanimously upheld the public accommodation provision of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 on Commerce Clause grounds.39 Tony explained the history of the commerce power, going back to *Gibbons v. Ogden*.40 He observed that “[t]he opinion bluntly rejected the argument that business-owners would be deprived of property or liberty without due process.”41 He wrote that “politically, the decision was a definitive answer to those in the South and elsewhere who have made an issue of the new law’s constitutionality. Most
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prominent among those is Senator Barry Goldwater, who voted against the
law, saying he thought it unconstitutional.42

Am I wrong to hear a subtle note of triumph in that last sentence? Tony
didn’t need to remind readers that Barry Goldwater, the Republican presiden-
tial candidate, had been overwhelmingly repudiated by the voters just a
month earlier.43 This was not the first time Tony had commented on Senator
Goldwater’s constitutional objection to the Civil Rights Act.44 Six months
earlier, when the senator announced his opposition to the legislation, Tony
produced a story that, while not labeled “news analysis,” shredded Goldwa-
ter’s position.45 The headline on the article read, “The Courts Spurn Goldwa-
ter View,” and the article began:

The constitutional argument made by Senator Barry Goldwater today
in opposing the civil rights bill is one that stopped winning cases in
the courts in the late nineteen-thirties.

It was in 1937 that the Supreme Court rejected for good and all the
contention that the Federal Government’s power to legislate on inter-
state commerce was limited to matters “directly” involving commerce.
Since then, the courts and the law professors have given the commerce
power the broadest interpretation.46

The article, which took up only a single column, then guided the reader
from the consolidation of national power in early days of the Republic
through the regression of the Lochner period and up to the New Deal apothe-
osis, thus depicting the presidential candidate and soon-to-be Republican
nominee as one who would return the country to a long-ago era, widely dis-
credited and, probably for most readers, long forgotten.47

Tony was, of course, writing at the height of the civil rights revolution,
which was unfolding in many places other than the Supreme Court.48 When
he was not covering Court decisions, Tony wrote widely about civil rights
legislation and enforcement.49 One article in June 1964, following passage of
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the Civil Rights Act and just a week after three young civil rights workers had been murdered in Mississippi, discussed the challenges and uncertain prospects for federal enforcement.50

It is not very helpful to talk about the President’s powers in legal terms. He unquestionably has the power, and the duty, to prevent mass bloodshed in this country if local authorities cannot or will not. The question, rather, is one of wise policy – of the point at which one should take so drastic a step . . .

The premise of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 is that law and the courts can resolve racial conflict. The enforcement steps about to begin will show whether that premise is still correct.51

It’s obvious that the struggle for racial justice in America deeply engaged Tony Lewis, just as the South African struggle would do years later. A deep moral stance pervaded his work to a degree that might surprise today’s sanctimonious journalism police, for whom all ideas merit equal treatment and the arid he-said, she-said formula provides the only safe armor against the ever-present danger that opinion might creep into a news story. Like his friend Ronald Dworkin, the great legal philosopher whose death preceded Tony’s by only a few weeks, Tony believed in a “moral reading” of law that “brings political morality into the heart of constitutional law.”52 I venture here into presumption. I never had the privilege of having such a conversation with Tony. His decades as a columnist that followed his brief Supreme Court assignment of course made his moral stance explicit, and his critical eye in later years was often trained on the Supreme Court as a growing conservative majority embraced an ever more formal, desiccated and ahistorical notion of equality. But the young Tony Lewis, the daily journalist, only thirty when he took up the Supreme Court beat, did not – to quote Cardozo — “stand aloof on these chill and distant heights.”53 He embraced the Court, as he put it in the 1962 magazine article I referred to earlier, “as a moral goad to the political process[.] . . . Slowly but perceptibly, with occasional retreats but with the over-all direction clear, the Court is taking up the role of conscience to the country.”54

“Perhaps unconsciously, Lewis was assisting in the creation in the cult of the Court that became a staple of modern liberalism,” L. A. Powe Jr. ob-
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served in a 2004 essay.\(^{55}\) Indeed, the sentiments in Tony’s 1962 magazine piece might sound naive, even heart-breakingly so, from the perspective of today, so soon after the Roberts Court dismantled the Voting Rights Act of 1965\(^{56}\) and further tightened the constitutional noose around affirmative action in higher education.\(^{57}\) Tony didn’t live to see those particular decisions, but he saw them coming. He remained a romantic until the end, but he was a realist as well – a rigorous romantic, in the title of this talk. I think it was the fact of having, in his youth, seen how the ideal once came so close to being realized that gave him the power to assess the political, judicial, and human failings that his resonant voice criticized in the decades that followed.

Tony the Supreme Court journalist wasn’t perfect. Among the articles of his that I looked for was the one on *Jacobellis v. Ohio*,\(^{58}\) the 1964 obscenity ruling. I wanted to see what he had made of Justice Potter Stewart’s famous line, “I know it when I see it, and the motion picture involved in this case is not that.”\(^{59}\) To my surprise, the line wasn’t quoted in his story.\(^{60}\) How could he have missed it?

Well, it turned out that *Jacobellis* was one of fourteen decisions issued on June 22, 1964 with full signed opinions, along with numerous other unsigned opinions that resolved others of the many obscenity cases then pending.\(^{61}\) The other decisions that came down that day included such major criminal-law rulings as *Escobedo v. Illinois*\(^{62}\) and *Jackson v. Denno*,\(^{63}\) along with major antitrust and national security cases.\(^{64}\) Tony had more on his plate that day, in other words, than recording a snappy one-liner from a concurring Justice.

I know a great journalist when I see one, and Anthony Lewis was it.

---
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